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Deposition of metal oxide transducers for SPR sensors by single target
magnetron co-sputtering
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The SPR gas sensors with sensitivity 0.5 ppm CO in air and 10 ppm methane in air

were already demonstrated by our group. The properties of the metal oxide

transducer are the key element enabling future improvements in the detection. The

control of the transducers properties is possible by the understanding to plasma

deposition processes. The transducer oxide coating has to be uniform and thick about

5 nm used in prove of principle example earlier. The investigated metal oxide is tin

oxide doped by iron in low concentrations (about 1 at.%). The direct comparison

between RF magnetron sputtering and DC pulsed magnetron sputtering in a reactive

and an inert atmosphere has been done in same plasma deposition system. The

deposition rate in DC pulsed sputtering is about 3 times faster with comparable

power. The deposited coatings were not uniformly thick but optical properties were not

significantly dependent on the thickness.The sputtering process was studied by Hiden

EQP. When SnO

2

 target was sputtered and mainly Sn

+

 and SnO

+

 ions were identified.

The expected SnO

2

+

 ions were not identified. The ratio between SnO

+

/Sn

+

 was about

0.5 for DC pulsed plasmas. For RF ratio SnO

+

/Sn

+

 was from 1.4 to 0.2. The average

values were measured for 50 kHz DC pulsed plasma. The plasma potentials were

about 5 eV for typical DC pulsed process up to 20 eV for typical RF processes. We

observed strong influence of the substrate RF bias on the iron concentrations in the

films without significant influence to crystallographic structures. The iron concentration

was increased by substrate bias from 1 at.% at floating up to 15 at.% at -120 V of RF

bias for RF magnetron. The optical properties evaluated from spectroscopic

ellipsometry showed changes in n, k influenced by depositions. The uniformity of the

coating was improved by a substrate rotation option.
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